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genuinely better
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Parts

SCANIA

YOUR SCANIA.
OUR KNOWLEDGE.
NO COMPROMISES.
Welcome to the new issue of Scania Parts filled to the brim with everything you need
to keep your vehicles on the road and performing to their full potential.
While you peruse the latest and greatest product range available for your Scania,
don’t forget our Support Centre team in Milton Keynes, and all the teams across our
84-strong nationwide service centre network are here to help you get the best from
your vehicles.
It goes without saying you’ve bought the best, so they deserve the best service,
and above all, the best parts.
What makes each of our Scania parts special is the extensive and rigorous testing they
go through, to make sure they match our exact production specification and standards.
But why does that matter? Quite simply, it means your Scania will be ready for whatever
job you choose to test it with, even in the most difficult or extreme operating conditions.
By choosing genuine Scania parts, you are limiting the amount of time that your vehicle
needs to be off the road. Plus, each part is supported by our 24-month nationwide fitted
parts warranty.
If the unspeakable does happen. Fear not. We will work quickly and efficiently to get you
back on the road. Uptime in no time!
Our dedicated service centre network have direct daily access to our global parts
centre in Oudsbergen, Belgium, and our national parts centre in Leicestershire, with
over 190,000 product lines and £160M invested in our parts stock, to deliver the parts
that you need to keep your business moving.
Over the coming months you may notice some differences with our packaging
materials for our parts, as we move towards greater use of biodegradable and reusable
packaging. Another small step underpinning our sustainability targets, as we strive
towards our goal, “Driving the shift towards a sustainable transport ecosystem’’.
Here at Scania, your business is as important to us, as it is to you.
Our commitment is Customer First, to us that means right part, on time, every time.
Enjoy your copy of Scania parts, and don’t forget to contact your local Scania service
centre, for your Scania experience.

GRAHAM DALE
HEAD OF PARTS OPERATIONS
SCANIA UK
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CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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air Filter

Particulate
Filter

SC2341657

SC0570761

A Scania air filter is precisely engineered to the perfect
balance between filtering performance, service life and
low restriction. That way, you know that your engine will
always be protected from particulates, but without taking
a hit on performance, fuel economy or uptime.

£

56.75

saving of £

*

£

14 .00

Oil Filter
SC2002705

Parts

Scania filters are expertly designed,
rigorously tested and precisely
matched to your powertrain and its
maintenance plan.

SCANIA

Filtration

FILTRATION

497.25

saving of £

*

159.75

SCR Filter Kit
with Housing

FUEL FILTER
SC1873018

SC2655853

£

26.50

saving of £

*

10.50

CABIN FILTER
SC2095029

£

22 .75

saving of £
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71.25

£

saving of £

£

17.25

15.75

*

Maintenance
KitS

Air Dryer
Filter

SC2531948
SC2659252
SC2659264

SC2562323

*

5.50

*

£

53

.75*

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE

£

35.75

saving of £

*

13 .25

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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Introducing the Scania Service
Exchange Programme.

Keeping your Scania at it’s very best
needn’t cost you the world.

What is this magical Service Exchange programme you
speak of? We hear you say.
It forms part of Scania’s “Driving the Shift” philosophy,
which has a focus on sustainability and eliminating
waste. This includes limiting the impact our replacement
parts have on our planet.
Sometimes the inevitable happens where worn parts
need to be replaced. It may be the case that it is
uneconomical to repair or replace it with a brand new
Scania part.
That’s where Scania’s Service Exchange programme
comes in.
Giving you access to an industry leading range of
remanufactured components, including and not limited
to turbochargers, clutches, and rotating electrics,
all at an attractive price.
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Parts

By choosing a Scania Service Exchange part, you can
get all the confidence associated with the genuine
Scania part for a reduced price – and do your bit for
the environment.

SCANIA

Repairing your vehicle
the cost effective
and sustainable way

Here’s the best bit though. Each part is remanufactured
to the same Scania specification and quality as its brand
new equivalent part, covered by the same warranties,
and will ensure your vehicle is back on the road quickly
and economically.
Why not feel good about your new purchase. The worn
part from your vehicle, if it’s in good enough condition,
can be remanufactured into a new Scania service
exchange part. Saving the environment from another
item heading to landfill.
By choosing Scania Service Exchange Parts, you’ll be
helping us reduce the impact we have on the environment.
This includes using less raw materials and energy,
which in turn means less CO2 emissions produced.
It’s the same Scania quality you can count on for an
attractive price, and you can make a positive contribution
to the environment, when making your purchase.
Scania’s Service Exchange Parts – what’s not to like?

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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THERMOSTAT

SC0575052

SC2729053

Parts

Coolant Pump

SCANIA

Engine & Cooling

ENGINE & COOLING

We develop and test our pumps in-house to ensure high capacity,
reduced wear, and long service life. All from the unique cast iron mix of
the casing, the special plastic mixture for the perfectly balanced highcapacity impeller to the large bearing designed for maximised life span.

£

221.00

saving of £

64.25

*

£

83.25

saving of £

Poly-V-Belt

*

15.50

Idler
Roller

SC1920231

SC2129402

61.25

£

saving of £

*

£

14 .75

53.75

saving of £

Belt
Tensioner

*

22 .25

Gasket Kit
SC2308201

SC2863219
The pretension in the belt circuit is affected by all interacting
components, but primarily by the quality of the drive belt and
belt tensioner. The drive belt must be of the correct length and
rigidity for the belt circuit components to operate optimally
and last a long time.

£

193.25

saving of £
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63 .75

*

64.00

£

saving of £

*

15.50

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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STEERING & SUSPENSION

Air Spring

Parts

SCANIA

Can you put
a price on
peace of mind?

SC1903608
Tested for a range of operating conditions, Scania
Air Springs are dimensioned to work with Scania’s
unique kinematics. With emphasis on maintaining
function, resulting in maximised service life.

£

148.50

saving of £

*

63 .00

Ball Joint
SC2862743
Ensure maintained control and reduced vibration.
Scania ball joints have been developed to minimise
vibration and tyre wear. Service life is extended by
using an effective seal.

£

41.00

saving of £

*

13 .00

FRONT Shock
Absorber
By buying a Scania vehicle, you are buying peace of
mind that it will be reliable, durable, and able to excel
with whatever your business throws at it.
We also apply the same philosophy to our parts and
service centres too. Every Scania OEM part fitted in a
Scania authorised workshop comes with a 24-month
fitted parts warranty. Or 730 days, or 17,250 hours,
or 1,051,200 minutes of cover for your new part.
However you look at it – one thing is for sure.
Should anything go wrong with the part in that time,
we will get it replaced and fix any consequential
damage that may have occurred too! Giving you
peace of mind that your choice to fit a Scania Genuine
part is the right one.
And choosing a Scania OEM part comes with its own
benefits. Each one has been designed and rigorously
tested to meet our own exacting quality standards.
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This means it functions reliably for the entirety of its
service life. Which leaves you to focus on your business.

Track Rod
SC2853196

SC1868265

King Pin
Repair Kit
SC0550284

But did you know, should the worst happen that
you’re backed up by our 84-strong nationwide Scania
service centre network and Scania Assist if your part
was supplied and or fitted by our service centres?
Any one of them can complete the rectification work!
Each one is filled with all the expertise and knowledge
to carry out all the necessary repairs quickly and
efficiently to get your vehicle back working hard for
you once again.
We know your Scania is more than just a vehicle.
It’s a lifeline for your business – and nobody
understands that better than us.

£

122 .25

saving of £

25.50

*

£

239.25

saving of £

85.50

*

£

113.75

saving of £

*

48.00

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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Alternator
Scania alternators have been developed to provide high output
and efficiency, as well as to have a long service life. This results
in greater uptime and thereby better operating economy.

325.50

saving of £

*

174 .00

Nox
Sensor

Starter
Motor

Electrical
COIL

SC2294290

SC0573548

SC2111147

£

403.75

saving of £

SCANIA PARTS

Parts

SC0570887

£

12

SCANIA

Electrical

ELECTRICAL

193.25

*

£

355.50

saving of £

190.50

*

60.75

£

saving of £

*

32 .25

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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REAR Lamp
LH

SC2380955

RH

Parts

SC2380953

SCANIA

Lighting

LIGHTING

Lens can be purchased separately.

£

163.50

saving of £

*

69.50

Rotating Beacon
SC2264158
When working on the roadside in heavy traffic,
or on a construction site close to people, safety is
always an issue. Scania halogen rotating beacons
are compact, cost effective, and easy to mount,
and ensure others can see you while you safetly
carry out your tasks.

£

We understand the vital role that lighting plays for the driver
of a truck, bus or coach. So we are constantly developing the
range in order to improve performance and durability.

86.75

LED SIDE
MARKER Lamp

Rear Lamp
SC2129985

LED Signal
Lamp

SC2052119

Lens can be purchased separately.

SC2252783

£

15.75

saving of £
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*

*

4 .25

£

43.25

saving of £

*

£

18.00

28.75

saving of £

*

6.75

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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TRANSMISSION & BRAKING

3 piece clutch kit
SC0574989
Only a perfectly adapted clutch system can ensure
optimum control of torque transfer while maintaining
comfort throughout its entire service life. Scania
clutches are adapted for the complete range of Scania
vehicle types. The wear surface for Scania clutch
linings has been increased from 3.6 to 5 mm, and in
combination with the latest generation of gearboxes,
this increases their service life by up to 40%.

£

536.00

saving of £

*

227.00

SOLENOID
VALVE

Brake Pad Kit

SC2038655

The brake system is the most important
safety system in a vehicle. Ensure optimal
safety in your vehicle with a Scania OE
brake pad kit. Our extensive R&D process
ensures the Scania brake system is
developed for the highest level of safety,
quality and comfort.

£

100.75

saving of £

*

25.25

SC2325212

£

87.00

saving of £

*

46.00

ABS CONTROL
VALVE

Brake
Drum

SC1453761

SC2378715
Scania brake drums have been
developed for minimal wear and
to counteract cracking, even in
high temperatures.

£

120.75

saving of £
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*

64 .25

SCANIA PARTS

£

111.00

saving of £

*

59.25

NOTHING BEATS THE GENUINE THING
Cheap copies simply don’t cut it. If you want to enjoy the sheer
artistry of a Scania, then you need to leave it to the original artist.
Using only Scania Parts makes sure you get the very best results
and keeps you with a masterpiece.

SC2617531

LH

SC2617532

RH

Parts

Air deflector

SCANIA

Accessories

ACCESSORIES

Driving with an open window is pleasant, but sometimes
noisy. Wind deflectors reduce both loudness and air flow,
maintaining a comfortable driving experience.
This range also includes a smart drip strip above the door
preventing water on the roof from entering the cab when
the door is opened.

£

Air horn
SC2291089

55.50

*

Compressed
Air Gun
SC2333552

£

59.00

*

£

32 .00

*

Hubcap with
Scania logo
SC1786571
Ride with style, the shoes on your feet say a lot about
who you are. If you are serious about adding shine
and style to your wheels, Scania’s rims, wheel covers,
liners and trims are guaranteed to give impact to your
statement. Stainless steel hub cap with Scania logo
suitable for 22.5-inch wheels, non-driving axle.
*Sold in pairs, price shown is for one.

£

18
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52 .00

*

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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Mirror
Glass

SC1865071

SC2116848

LH

SC2116849

RH

Rubber mat
SC2489376

LH

SC2489377

RH

did you know
we HAVE a Mixed
Fleet Solution?
With a comprehensive range of all-makes truck
and trailer parts and accessories, lubricants,
filters and workshop consumables, VRS is the
complete solution for your fleet.

68

£

£

.25*

26.00

saving of £

*

£

5.00

32 .75

*

Parts

Smoke
detector

SCANIA

ACCESSORIES

As part of Scania UK, you’ll benefit from high level
product availability, a convenient parts delivery
service, and a 24-month fitted parts warranty.

All guaranteed to make life easier and safer
Developed by Scania and available through
for mixed fleets.
its UK network, this extensive range of truck and
Contact your nearest Scania Service Centre
trailer parts are available in one place, saving you
or visit our website to find out more.
time, effort and money every time you order.
www.vehiclerelatedservices.co.uk

Wiper Blade Kit
SC2908939
Adapted for different climates Scania wiper blades
use advanced rubber technology to provide the best
possible performance.

£

23.75

saving of £

*

9.25

Mudflap
SC1947557

270MM HIGH

SC1947558

330MM HIGH

Coffee Maker
SC2967723

from

£

20

15.25

*

SCANIA PARTS

£

204.00

*

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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Parts

SCANIA

IF IT’S NOT A GENUINE SCANIA PART,
IT’S NOT A GENUINE SCANIA
Don’t allow your Scania to become something it wasn’t painstakingly
designed and engineered to be. Use only genuine Scania Parts
to keep it running like a Scania and feeling like a Scania.
Don’t fall for imitations.

BUY YOUR GENUINE
SCANIA PARTS TODAY
Find a Scania Service Centre

Go to scania.co.uk to find your nearest Scania Service Centre
or call 0845 034 3034 to find out how we can support your business.

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE CENTRE TODAY
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*Terms and conditions apply. Prices exclude VAT unless otherwise stated. Prices are available at participating branches only. Prices valid from 01.05.2022. Prices may change at any time
without notice. All products and services are subject to availability. The images used in this publication represent the type of product available and may not look exactly like the product
purchased. Vehicles may be specified with products other than those shown, so before purchasing the item you require, please check with your local Scania Parts Department that it is the
correct product for your vehicle type. All information is believed to be correct at time of going to press. However, Scania reserves the right to introduce, at any time, modifications or changes
to detail as part of a policy of continuous improvement. All original equipment Scania parts come with the standard 12-month Scania parts warranty, while all original equipment Scania
parts ‘supplied and fitted’ within our UK-wide authorised dealer network come with a 24-month comprehensive parts and labour warranty (inclusive of consequential damage and UK breakdown
recovery). Scania major units, including engines, gearboxes and differentials, come with a 36-month parts and labour warranty (inclusive of consequential damage and UK breakdown recovery).
This offer is valid for parts sold on or after 01/01/2019 (invoice date) until end of offer, please refer to full warranty terms and conditions and our standard terms and conditions of sale on our website
https://www.scania.com/uk/en/home/admin/misc/legal/business-with-scania.html.

